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1 Introduction
The panelists serving on the initial panel of the Schloß Ringberg Seminar on
Model Checking and Program Analysis are asked to answer and discuss questions
prepared by the organizers (Andreas Podelski, Bernhard Steffen, Moshe
Vardi). Before answering these questions in Sec. 4 , certainly with the contro
versial bias of a program analysis perspective, we compare automatic formal
methods for verifying that a program satisfies a specification. In order to re
strict the scope of an already large debate, we consider abstract testing and
model-checking only (excluding manual or computer-assisted proof methods as
e.g. [75 , 115 , 114, 116, 127] , including their combination with abstract inter
pretation and model-checking [93 , 113, 112, 125, 128, 87 , 122, 25]) 1,2.

1 As noted by Amir Pnueli , the organizers possibly wanted the debate to be restricted
to “Model Checking vs. Program Analysis”, and intended to exclude “Deductive Verification”
from the confrontation.

2 For short, the references are necessarily partial.
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2 Abstract testing
Abstract testing is the verification that the abstract semantics of a program
satisfies an abstract specification. The origin is the abstract interpretation
based static checking of safety properties [36 , 37] such as array bound checking
and the absence of run-time errors which was extended to liveness properties
such as termination [29 , 30].

Let 〈S, t, I, F, E〉 be a transition system [97] with set of states S , transition
relation t ⊆ (S × S) , initial states I ⊆ S , erroneous states E ⊆ S , and final
states F ⊆ S. The transition system is assumed to be generated by a small
step operational semantics [117]. Let t−1 be the inverse of relation t. Let t�

be the reflexive transitive closure of the binary relation t. Let post[t]X be the
post-image of X by t , that is the set of states which are reachable from a state
of X by a transition t: post[t]X def= {s′ ∈ S | ∃s ∈ X : 〈s, s′〉 ∈ t} [37 , 30].
Inversely, let pre[t]X def= pre[t−1]X be the pre-image of X by t that is the set
of states from which there exists a possible transition t to a state of X . The
specifications considered in [29] are of the form post[t�] I =⇒ (¬E)∧pre[t�]F .
Informally such a specification states that the descendants of the initial states
are never erroneous and can potentially lead to final states.

Consider for example, the factorial program (the random assignment ? is
equivalent to a read or the passing of an unknown but initialized parameter
value):

# ITlra.analysis ();;
Reachability/ancestry analysis for initial/final states;
Type the program to analyze...
n := ?;
f := 1;
while (n <> 0) do

f := (f * n);
n := (n - 1)

od;;

The automatic analysis [34 , 33] below shows that the condition n ≥ 0 should
be checked at program point 1 (as indicated by :!: , since otherwise a runtime
error or nontermination is inevitable). Then the computed invariants will always
hold, for example the final value of n is 0 whereas f ≥ 1 (	 , typed _O_ , denotes
the uninitialized value while +oo is the greatest machine integer):

0: { n:_O_; f:_O_ }
n := ?;

1:!: { n:[0,+oo]; f:_O_ }
f := 1;

2: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[1,+oo] }
while ((n < 0) | (0 < n)) do

3: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[1,+oo] }
f := (f * n);

4: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[1,+oo] }
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n := (n - 1)
5: { n:[0,1073741822]; f:[1,+oo] }

od {(n = 0)}
6: { n:[0,0]; f:[1,+oo] }

By choosing different user specified invariant assertions Iv for (¬E) and inter
mittent assertions It for F , these forms of specification were slightly extended
by [11] to post[t�] I =⇒ Iv ∧ pre[t�] It under the name “Abstract debugging”.
If the states 〈p, m〉 ∈ S consist of a program point p ∈ P and a memory state
m ∈ M then the user can specify local invariant assertions Ivp attached to
program points p ∈ Pv ⊆ P and local intermittent assertions Itp attached to
program points p ∈ Pt so that Iv = {〈p, m〉 | p ∈ Pv =⇒ Ivp(m)} and It = {〈p,
m〉 | p ∈ Pt ∧ Ivp(m)}. Otherwise stated, the descendants of the initial states
always satisfy all local invariant assertions and can potentially lead to states
satisfying some local intermittent assertion.

A program static analyzer can therefore be used for abstract testing which
is similar to testing/debugging, with some essential differences such as the con
sideration of an abstract semantics instead of a concrete one, the ability to
consider several (reversed) executions at a time (as specified by user initial
and final state specifications), the use of forward and backward reasonings, the
formal specification of what has to be tested, etc.

3 Differences between abstract model-checking
and abstract testing

At first sight, abstract testing is model-checking [19 , 121] of the temporal for
mula ✷(

∧
p∈Pv atp =⇒ Ivp) ∧✸(

∨
p∈Pt atp ∧Itp) for a small-step operational

semantics 〈S, t, I〉 of the program, or more precisely, abstract model-checking
[20 , 23 , 96] since abstract interpretation is involved.

Indeed model-checking and abstract testing are formal verification tech
niques which enjoy remarkable common advantages, the most important ones
being that they are both fully automatic and both involve reasoning close to
tracing program execution whence are easily understandable by programmers.
However abstract testing is quite different from (abstract) model-checking for
at least six technical reasons explained below.

3.1 Scope of application
3.1.1 Scope of abstract testing

First, the abstract interpreters are developed for programming languages that
is infinitely many programs, with modular and recursive control and data in
finitary structures which are difficult to abstract and are most often ignored in
model-checking (with peculiar exceptions involving complete abstractions, such
as e.g. [7]).
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In order to apply abstract testing to a great variety of programming lan
guages, abstract interpreter generators have been developed (see e.g. [60]).

The (generated) abstract interpreters are generic [35 , 60 , 101, 102, 120] ,
that is parameterized by an abstract domain specifying the considered approx
imated properties.

The price to be paid for this generality is that there can be no fine tuning of
the abstract interpreter for a particular specification and a particular program
(abstract compilation, see e.g. [8] , improving mainly the performance rather
than the precision of the analyses).

3.1.2 Scope of (abstract) model checking

(Abstract) “model checking is a technique for verifying finite-state concurrent
systems such as sequential circuit design and communication protocols" [21].
Indeed many model checking publications refer to the case study of a particular
concurrent system which is often debugged and sometimes verified by using an
existing model checker on an abstract model of the concurrent system. The
particular, often implicit, abstraction which is used to design the model can be
specifically developed for the considered concurrent system, see e.g. [84 , 85 , 86 ,
88 , 89].

In a sense this approach should always succeed since tuning the abstraction
for a particular specification of a particular transition system is always complete
(see [42]). However, the proper abstraction may be quite difficult to find in
practice [73 , 104].

3.2 Abstract semantics
Second, the only abstractions considered in abstract model checking [110, 126]
are state based abstractions ℘(S) �→ ℘(S�) of the form α(X) = {α(s) | s ∈ X}
for a given state abstraction α ∈ S �→ S� , see [45 , sec. 14, p. 23]. This restric
tion follows from the requirement in abstract model-checking to model-check the
abstract semantics which, in order to be able to reuse existing model-checkers,
must have the form of a transition system on (abstract) states.

Contrary to a common believe not all abstractions are of that form. So
some abstract semantics (using e.g. the interval abstraction [36 , 37] or the
polyhedral abstraction [47]) are beyond the scope of abstract model checking.
Some model checking publications use these abstractions or similar ones which
are not state based, e.g. [14 , 59, 78, 79 , 80 , 82 , 83 , 90 , 92]. But then they
use abstract interpretation based techniques such as fixpoint approximation,
widening/narrowing, etc. to check safety (mainly reachability) properties as
considered in Sec. 2.

3.3 The need for infinite abstract domains
Third, infinite abstract domains are definitely needed in program analysis for
precision (and sometimes efficiency or ease of programming). The argument
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given in [42] uses reachability analysis with the attribute-independent interval
domain [36 , 37] for the family of programs of the form:

x := 0;
while (x < n) do

x := (x + 1)
od;;

where n is a given integer constant. For example, for n = 100, we get:

0: { x:_O_ }
x := 0;

1: { x:[0,100] }
while (x < 100) do

2: { x:[0,99] }
x := (x + 1)

3: { x:[1,100] }
od {((100 < x) | (x = 100))}

4: { x:[100,100] }

It is easy to prove that for any n > 0 , the analyzer will discover:

0: { x:_O_ }
x := 0;

1: { x:[0,n] }
while (x < n) do

2: { x:[0,n - 1] }
x := (x + 1)

3: { x:[1,n] }
od {((n < x) | (x = n))}

4: { x:[n,n] }

The argument is then as follows:

1. for any given n it is possible to find an abstract domain (here {	 , [0, n] ,
[0, n− 1] , [1, n] , [n, n]}) and to redesign a corresponding program analyzer
(and its correctness proof) so that the above result can be computed by
this specific analyzer for the specific abstract domain corresponding to
this particular n.

More generally, once a reachability proof has been done (e.g. by hand!),
the abstract finite domain is the set of predicates involved in this proof and
the abstract interpreter is nothing but the finite encoding of Floyd-Naur-
Hoare verification conditions restricted to this peculiar finite domain. In
general it is impossible to discover this best-fit abstract domain by simple
inspection of the program text 3.

3Just as the invariants in Floyd-Naur-Hoare proof method are not trivial to discover.
From a practical point of view, compare the empiric approach of [77] based on heuristics for
discovering invariants from the program test which leads to worse results than [36] , as shown
in [41].
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2. Any single program analyzer being able to analyze the entire infinite fam
ily of programs must use an abstract domain containing the ⊆-strictly
increasing chain [1, n] , n > 0 , hence an infinite abstract domain, as well
as a widening, to cope with:

0: { x:_O_ }
x := 0;

1: { x:[0,+oo] }
while (0 < 1) do

2: { x:[0,+oo] }
x := (x + 1)

3: { x:[1,+oo] }
od {((1 < 0) | (0 = 1))}

4: { x:_|_ }

The per-example redesign of the program analyzer has been proposed in model-
checking, including with a proof-check of its correctness [73 , 104 , 125, 74] , but
is hardly conceivable for program analysis (but maybe for large very popu
lar programs on which a huge human investment is conceivable, such as MS
Word [54]). Note that this is different from using abstract interpretation or
model-checking to help a prover/proof checker to infer invariants [93 , 113, 112,
118, 123, 125, 128, 87 , 122] or to guide the automatic prover in its proof search
[65].

3.4 Precise checking in the presence of approximations
Fourth, and more importantly, the algorithms involved in abstract testing are
more precise than model-checking ones in the presence of approximations. These
approximations, such as widenings [36 , 37] , can be simply ignored in model-
checking of finite-state transition systems.

3.4.1 Fixpoint approximation check

A first illustration of this fourth point consists in considering a fixpoint ap
proximation check lfp

�
F � I where 〈L, �, ⊥, �, �, �〉 is a complete lattice,

F ∈ L mon�−−−→ L is monotonic and lfp
�

F is the �-least fixpoint of F .
For example an invariance check (such as array bound checking)✷ I consists

in verifying that lfp
�

F � I where lfp
�

F characterizes the set of descendants of
the entry states and I is the invariant to be checked (asserting for example that
array indexes are within the declared bounds). In this example, L is 〈℘(S), ⊆,

∅, S, ⊆, ⊇〉 , F = λX ·E ∪ post[t]X so that lfp
�

F = post[t�]E.
In (abstract) model-checking, one computes iteratively lfp

�
F and then checks

that lfp
�

F � I (or uses a strictly equivalent check, see [44, p. 73] and Sec. 3.6
below).

In abstract testing, one computes iteratively an upper-approximation J of
lfp

�
λX · I�F (X) with acceleration of the convergence of the iterates by widen
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ing/narrowing [30 , 36 , 37]. The convergence criterion is:

(I � F (J)) � J . (1)

Then the invariance check has the form:

F (J) � I . (2)

This is sound, by the following theorem:

Theorem 1 If 〈L, �, ⊥, �, �, �〉 is a complete lattice, F ∈ L mon�−−−→ L is
monotonic and I, J ∈ L , then:

(I � F (J)) � J ∧ F (J) � I =⇒ lfp
�

F � I

Proof We have F (J) = F (J)� F (J) � I � F (J) [by (2)] � J [by (1)] proving
F (J) � J by transitivity whence lfp

�
F � J by Tarski’s fixpoint theorem [131,

38]. By definition of fixpoints and monotony, it follows that lfp
�

F = F (lfp
�

F )
� F (J) � I [by (2)]. By transitivity, we conclude lfp

�
F � I as required. �

The reason why abstract testing uses more involved computations is that
in the context of infinite state systems, and for a given abstraction, the ap
proximation of the more complex expression is in general more precise than
the abstraction of the trivial expression. Consider for example interval analysis
[36 , 37] of the simple loop accessing sequentially an array A[1] , …, A[100]:

# IT.analysis ();;
Forward analysis from initial states;
Type the program to analyze...
i := 0;
while (i <> 100) do

i := (i + 1);
skip % array access %

od;;

The result of the analysis [33] is too approximate to statically check that the
index i is within the array bounds 1 and 100 :

0: { i:_O_ }
i := 0;

1: { i:[0,+oo] }
while ((i < 100) | (100 < i)) do

2: { i:[0,+oo] }
i := (i + 1);

3: { i:[1,+oo] }
skip

4: { i:[1,+oo] }
od {(i = 100)}

5: { i:[100,100] }
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However by explicit conjunction with the array access invariant 0 < i < 100
(the evaluation of the runtime check always B has the effect of blocking the
program execution when the assertion B does not hold):

# IT.analysis ();;
Forward analysis from initial states;
Type the program to analyze...
i:=0;
while i <> 100 do
i := i + 1;
always (0 < i) & (i <= 100)

od;;

the static analysis now proves that the array out of bound error is impossible:

0: { i:_O_ }
i := 0;

1: { i:[0,100] }
while ((i < 100) | (100 < i)) do

2: { i:[0,99] }
i := (i + 1);

3: { i:[1,100] }
always ((0 < i) & ((i < 100) | (i = 100)))

4: { i:[1,100] }
od {(i = 100)}

5: { i:[100,100] }

Experimentally, acceleration of the convergence may even lead to a faster con
vergence of the more precise analysis.

3.4.2 Fixpoint meet approximation

A second illustration of the difference between model-checking and abstract
testing algorithms is the upper-approximation of the descendants of the initial
states which are ancestors of the final states. A model-checking algorithm (such
as [3]) computes a conjunction of forward and backward fixpoints. The forward
analysis of the factorial program:

# IT.analysis ();;
Forward analysis from initial states;
Type the program to analyze...
n := ?;
f := 1;
while (n <> 0) do

f := (f * n);
n := (n - 1)

od;;

yields:
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0: { n:_O_; f:_O_ }
n := ?;

1: { n:[-oo,+oo]; f:_O_ }
f := 1;

2: { n:[-oo,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
while ((n < 0) | (0 < n)) do

3: { n:[-oo,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
f := (f * n);

4: { n:[-oo,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
n := (n - 1)

5: { n:[-oo,1073741822]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
od {(n = 0)}

6: { n:[0,0]; f:[-oo,+oo] }

The backward analysis of the factorial program:

# IT_1.analysis ();;
Backward analysis from final states;
Type the program to analyze...
n := ?;
f := 1;
while (n <> 0) do

f := (f * n);
n := (n - 1)

od;;

yields:

0: { n:[-oo,+oo]?; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
n := ?;

1: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
f := 1;

2: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
while ((n < 0) | (0 < n)) do

3: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
f := (f * n);

4: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
n := (n - 1)

5: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
od {(n = 0)}

6: { n:[-oo,+oo]?; f:[-oo,+oo]? }

The intersection is therefore:

0: { n:_O_; f:_O_ }
n := ?;

1: { n:[-oo,+oo]; f:_O_ }
f := 1;

2: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
while ((n < 0) | (0 < n)) do

3: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
f := (f * n);
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4: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
n := (n - 1)

5: { n:[0,1073741822]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
od {(n = 0)}

6: { n:[0,0]; f:[-oo,+oo] }

Abstract testing iterates an alternation between forward and backward fixpoints
[29 , 41]. For the factorial program:

# ITlra.analysis ();;
Reachability/ancestry analysis for initial/final states;
Type the program to analyze...
n := ?;
f := 1;
while (n <> 0) do

f := (f * n);
n := (n - 1)

od;;

the analysis is more precise (since it can now derive that f is positive):

0: { n:_O_; f:_O_ }
n := ?;

1:!: { n:[0,+oo]; f:_O_ }
f := 1;

2: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[1,+oo] }
while ((n < 0) | (0 < n)) do

3: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[1,+oo] }
f := (f * n);

4: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[1,+oo] }
n := (n - 1)

5: { n:[0,1073741822]; f:[1,+oo] }
od {(n = 0)}

6: { n:[0,0]; f:[1,+oo] }

Assume that we must approximate lfp
�

F � lfp
�

B from above using an abstrac
tion defined by the Galois connection 〈L, �〉 −−−→←−−−α

γ
〈L�, ��〉 that is abstract

interpretations F � � α ◦ F ◦ γ of F and B� � α ◦ B ◦ γ of B. A better

approximation than lfp
��

F � �� lfp
��

B� was suggested in [29]. It is calculated
as the limit of the alternating fixpoint computation:

Ẋ0 = lfp
��

F � or lfp
��

B� (3)

Ẋ2n+1 = lfp
��

λX · (Ẋ2n �� B�(X)), n ∈ N (4)

Ẋ2n+2 = lfp
��

λX · (Ẋ2n+1 �� F �(X)), n ∈ N (5)

For soundness, we assume:

lfp
�

F � lfp
�

B = lfp
�

λX · (lfp
�

F � B(X)) (6)
= lfp

�
λX · (lfp

�
B � F (X)) (7)
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= lfp
�

λX · (lfp
�

F � lfp
�

B � B(X)) (8)
= lfp

�
λX · (lfp

�
F � lfp

�
B � F (X)) (9)

so that there is no improvement when applying the alternating fixpoint com
putation to F and B (such as the exact collecting semantics). However, when
considering approximations F � of F and B� of B , not all information can be
collected in one pass. So the idea is to propagate the initial assertion forward so
as to get a final assertion. This final assertion is then propagated backward/up
to get stronger necessary conditions to be satisfied by the initial states for pos
sible termination. This restricts the possible reachable states as indicated by
the next forward pass. Going on this way, the available information on the
descendant states of the initial states which are ascendant states of the final
states can be improved on each successive pass, until convergence. A specific
instance of this computation scheme was used independently by [95] to infer
types in flowchart programs.

Let us recall the following classical results in abstract interpretation [37 , 39]:

Theorem 2 (Fixpoint abstraction) If 〈L, �, ⊥, �, �, �〉 and 〈L�, ��, ⊥�,

��, ��, ��〉 are complete lattices, 〈L, �〉 −−−→←−−−α

γ
〈L�, ��〉 is a Galois connection,

and F ∈ L mon�−−−→ L , then α(lfp
�

F ) � lfp
��

α ◦ F ◦ γ. ✷

Proof In a Galois connection, α and γ are monotonic, so by Tarski’s fixpoint

theorem [131] , the least fixpoints exist. So let P �
def= lfp

��

α ◦ F ◦ γ. We have
α ◦ F ◦ γ(P �) = P � whence F ◦ γ(P �) � γ(P �) by definition of Galois connec
tions. It follows that γ(P �) is a postfixpoint of F whence lfp

�
F � γ(P �) by

Tarski’s fixpoint theorem or equivalently α(lfp
�

F ) �� P � = lfp
��

α ◦ F ◦ γ. �

Theorem 3 (Fixpoint approximation) If 〈L�, ��, ⊥�, ��, ��, ��〉 is a com

plete lattice, F � , F̄ � ∈ L� mon�−−−→ L� , and F � �� F̄ � pointwise, then lfp
��

F � ��

lfp
��

F̄ �. ✷

Proof We have F �(lfp
��

F̄ �) �� F̄ �(lfp
��

F̄ �) = lfp
��

F̄ � whence lfp
��

F � ��

lfp
��

F̄ � since lfp
��

F � =
�

�{X | F �(X) �� X} by Tarski’s fixpoint theorem
[131]. �

The correctness of the alternating fixpoint computation follows from the follow
ing:

Theorem 4 (Alternating fixpoint approximation) If 〈L, �, ⊥, �, �, �〉
and 〈L�, ��, ⊥�, ��, ��, ��〉 are complete lattices, 〈L, �〉 −−−→←−−−α

γ
〈L�, ��〉 is a

Galois connection, F ∈ L mon�−−−→ L and B ∈ L mon�−−−→ L satisfy the hypotheses (8)
and (9), F � ∈ L� mon�−−−→ L� , B� ∈ L� mon�−−−→ L� , α ◦ F ◦ γ �� F � , α ◦ B ◦ γ �� B�

and the sequence 〈Ẋn, n ∈ N〉 is defined by (3), (4) and (5) then ∀k ∈ N :
α(lfp

⊆
F ∩ lfp

⊆
B) �� Ẋk+1 �� Ẋk. ✷
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Proof Observe that by the fixpoint property, Ẋ2n+1 = Ẋ2n�� B�(Ẋ2n+1) and
Ẋ2n+2 = Ẋ2n+1 �� F �(Ẋ2n+2) , hence Ẋ2n �� Ẋ2n+1 �� Ẋ2n+2 since �� is the
greatest lower bound for �� so that Ẋk , k ∈ N is a decreasing chain.

We have α(lfp
�

F � lfp
�

B) �� α(lfp
�

F ) since α is monotone and α(lfp
�

F )

�� lfp
��

F � by 3, thus proving the proposition for k = 0.
Let us observe that α ◦ F ◦ γ �� F � implies F ◦ γ � γ ◦ F � by definition

of Galois connections so that in particular for an argument of the form α(X) ,
F ◦ γ ◦ α � γ ◦ F � ◦ α. In a Galois connection, γ ◦ α is extensive so that by
monotony and transitivity F � γ ◦ F � ◦ α.

Assume now by induction hypothesis that α(lfp
�

F � lfp
�

B) �� Ẋ2n , or
equivalently, by definition of Galois connections, that lfp

�
F � lfp

�
B � γ(Ẋ2n).

Since F � γ ◦ F � ◦ α , it follows that λ X · lfp
�

F�lfp
�

B�F (X)� λX · γ(Ẋ2n)�
γ ◦ F � ◦ α(X) = λ X · γ(Ẋ2n � F � ◦ α(X)) since, in a Galois connection, γ is
a complete meet morphism. Now by hypothesis (8), we have lfp

�
F � lfp

�
B

= lfpλ X · (lfp
�

F � lfp
�

B � F (X)) �� lfpλ X · γ(Ẋ2n � F � ◦ α(X)) by Th. 3.
Let G be λ X · Ẋ2n � F �(X). In a Galois connection, α ◦ γ is reductive so that
by monotony G ◦ α ◦ γ �� G and α ◦ γ ◦ G ◦ α ◦ γ �� G ◦ α ◦ γ , whence,
by transitivity, α ◦ γ ◦ G ◦ α ◦ γ �� G. By Th. 2 , we have α(lfpγ ◦ G ◦ α)
�� lfpα ◦ γ ◦ G ◦ α ◦ γ �� lfpG by Th. 3. Hence, lfpλX · γ(Ẋ2n � F � ◦ α(X))
� γ(lfpλ X · Ẋ2n � F �(X)) so that by transitivity we conclude that α(lfp

�
F �

lfp
�

B) �� Ẋ2n+1.
The proof that α(lfp

�
F � lfp

�
B) �� Ẋ2n+2 is similar, using hypothesis (8)

and by exchanging the r™les of F and B. �

It is interesting to note that the computed sequence (3), (5) and (8) is optimal
(see [38]).

A similar result holds when replacing one least fixpoint by a greatest fix
point4.

If the abstract lattice does not satisfy the descending chain condition then
[29] also suggests to use a narrowing operator

�
[36 , 37] to enforce convergence

of the downward iteration Ẋk, k ∈ N. The same way a widening/narrowing
approach can be used to enforce convergence of the iterates for λ X · Ẋ2n �
F �(X) and λX · Ẋ2n+1 � B�(X).

3.4.3 Fixpoint meet approximation

A third illustration of the difference between model-checking and abstract test
ing algorithms is the local iterations to handle tests, backward assignments,
etc. For example, without local iterations:

# IT.analysis ();;
Forward analysis from initial states;
0: { x:_O_; y:_O_; z:_O_ }

4Damien Massé, private communication.
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x := 0;
1: { x:[0,0]; y:_O_; z:_O_ }
y := ?;

2: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:_O_ }
z := ?;

3: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:[-oo,+oo] }
if (((x = y) & (y = z)) & ((z + 1) = x)) then

4: { x:[0,0]; y:[0,0]; z:[-1,-1] }
skip

5: { x:[0,0]; y:[0,0]; z:[-1,-1] }
else {((((x < y) | (y < x)) | ((y < z) | (z < y))) | (((z + 1) < x) | (x < (z + 1))))}

6: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:[-oo,+oo] }
skip

7: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:[-oo,+oo] }
fi

8: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:[-oo,+oo] }

while the precision is greatly enhanced with local iterations:

# IT’.analysis ();;
Forward reductive analysis from initial states;
0: { x:_O_; y:_O_; z:_O_ }
x := 0;

1: { x:[0,0]; y:_O_; z:_O_ }
y := ?;

2: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:_O_ }
z := ?;

3: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:[-oo,+oo] }
if (((x = y) & (y = z)) & ((z + 1) = x)) then

4: { x:_|_; y:_|_; z:_|_ }
skip

5: { x:_|_; y:_|_; z:_|_ }
else {((((x < y) | (y < x)) | ((y < z) | (z < y))) | (((z + 1) < x) | (x < (z + 1))))}

6: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:[-oo,+oo] }
skip

7: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:[-oo,+oo] }
fi

8: { x:[0,0]; y:[-oo,+oo]; z:[-oo,+oo] }

3.4.4 Fixpoint meet approximation check

The abstract testing strategy to check post[t�] I =⇒ Iv ∧ pre[t�] It and more
generally lfp

�
F � I � lfp

�
B combines the results of Sec. 3.4.1 and Sec. 3.4.3.

3.5 Counter-examples to erroneous designs
The fifth element of comparison between model-checking and abstract testing
concerns the conclusions that can be drawn in case of failure of the auto
matic verification process. The model checking algorithms usually provide a
counter-example [15]. This is not always possible with abstract testing (e.g.
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for non-termination?) since the necessary over-approximation leads to the con
sideration of inexisting program executions which should not be proposed as
counter-examples. This is the price to pay for undecidability.

However, abstract testing can provide necessary conditions for the specifica
tion to be (un-)satisfied. These automatically calculated conditions can serve
as a guideline to discover the errors. They can also be checked at run-time to
start the debugging mode before the error actually happens. For example the
analysis of the following factorial program with a termination requirement:

# IT_1.analysis ();;
Backward analysis from final states;
Type the program to analyze...
n := ?;
f := 1;
while (n <> 0) do

f := (f * n);
n := (n - 1)

od;;

leads to the necessary pre-condition n ≥ 0:

0: { n:[-oo,+oo]?; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
n := ?;

1: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
f := 1;

2: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
while ((n < 0) | (0 < n)) do

3: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo] }
f := (f * n);

4: { n:[1,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
n := (n - 1)

5: { n:[0,+oo]; f:[-oo,+oo]? }
od {(n = 0)}

6: { n:[-oo,+oo]?; f:[-oo,+oo]? }

Indeed when this condition is not satisfied, i.e. when initially n < 0 , the program
execution may not terminate or may terminate with a run-time error (arithmetic
overflow in the above example). The following static analysis with this erroneous
initial condition n < 0:

# IT.analysis ();;
Forward analysis from initial states;
Type the program to analyze...
initial n < 0;
f := 1;
while (n <> 0) do

f := (f * n);
n := (n - 1)

od;;
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shows that the program execution never terminates properly so that the only
remaining possible case is an incorrect termination with a run-ime error (⊥ ,
typed _|_ , is the false invariant hence denotes irreachability in forward analysis
and impossibility to reach the goal in backward analysis):

0: { n:_|_; f:_|_ }
initial (n < 0);

1: { n:[-oo,-1]; f:_O_ }
f := 1;

2: { n:[-oo,-1]; f:[-oo,1] }
while ((n < 0) | (0 < n)) do

3: { n:[-oo,-1]; f:[-oo,1] }
f := (f * n);

4: { n:[-oo,-1]; f:[-oo,0] }
n := (n - 1)

5: { n:[-oo,-2]; f:[-oo,0] }
od {(n = 0)}

6: { n:_|_; f:_|_ }

Otherwise stated, infinitely many counter-examples are simultaneously provided
by this counter-analysis.

3.6 Contrapositive reasoning
For the sixth element of comparison between abstract testing and model-checking,
observe that in model-checking, using a set of states or its complement is equiv
alent as far as the precision of the result is concerned (but may be not its effi
ciency). For example, as observed in [44 , p. 73] , the Galois connection 〈℘(S),
⊆〉 −−−−−−→←−−−−−−

post[r]

p̃re[r]
〈℘(S), ⊆〉 (where r ⊆ S × S and p̃re[r]X def= {s | ∀s′ : 〈s, s′〉 ∈

r =⇒ s′ ∈ X}) implies that the invariance specification check post[t�]E ⊆ I
is equivalent to p̃re[t�]¬I ⊆ ¬E (or pre[t�]¬I ⊆ ¬E for total deterministic
transition systems [30]). Otherwise stated a forward positive proof is equiva
lent to a backward contrapositive proof, as observed in [40]. So the difference
between the abstract testing algorithm of [37, 39 , 30] and the model-checking
algorithm of [17 , 18 , 121] is that abstract testing checks post[t�]E ⊆ I while
model-checking verifies p̃re[t�]¬I ⊆ ¬E , which is equivalent for finite transition
systems as considered in [17 , 18 , 121].

However, when considering infinite state systems the negation may be ap
proximate in the abstract domain. For example the complement of an interval
as considered in [36 , 37] is not an interval in general. So the backward con
trapositive checking may not yield the same conclusion as the forward positive
checking. For example when looking for a pre-condition of an out of bounds
error for the following program:

# IT_1.analysis ();;
Backward analysis from final states;
Type the program to analyze...
i:=0;
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while i <> 100 do
i := i + 1;
if (0 < i) & (i <= 100) then

skip % array access %
else

final (i <= 0) | (100 < i) % out of bounds error %
fi

od;;

The predicate (i <= 0) | (100 < i) cannot be precisely approximated with in
tervals, so the analysis is inconclusive:

0: { i:[-oo,+oo]? }
i := 0;

1: { i:[-oo,1073741822] }
while ((i < 100) | (100 < i)) do

2: { i:[-oo,1073741822] }
i := (i + 1);

3: { i:[-oo,+oo] }
if ((0 < i) & ((i < 100) | (i = 100))) then

4: { i:[-oo,1073741822] }
skip

5: { i:[-oo,1073741822] }
else {(((i < 0) | (0 = i)) | (100 < i))}

6: { i:[-oo,+oo] }
final (((i < 0) | (i = 0)) | (100 < i))

7: { i:[-oo,1073741822] }
fi

8: { i:[-oo,1073741822] }
od {(i = 100)}

9: { i:_|_ }

However both the forward positive and backward contrapositive checking may
be conclusive. This is the case if we check for the lower bound only:

# IT_1.analysis ();;
Backward analysis from final states;
Type the program to analyze...
i:=0;
while i <> 100 do
i := i + 1;
if (0 < i) then

skip % array access %
else

final (i <= 0) % out of lower bound error %
fi

od;;

This is shown below since the initial invariant is false so the out of lower bound
error is unreachable:
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0: { i:_|_ }
i := 0;

1: { i:[-oo,-1] }
while ((i < 100) | (100 < i)) do

2: { i:[-oo,-1] }
i := (i + 1);

3: { i:[-oo,0] }
if (0 < i) then

4: { i:[-oo,-1] }
skip

5: { i:[-oo,-1] }
else {((i < 0) | (0 = i))}

6: { i:[-oo,0] }
final ((i < 0) | (i = 0))

7: { i:[-oo,-1] }
fi

8: { i:[-oo,-1] }
od {(i = 100)}

9: { i:_|_ }

Similarly for the upper bound:

0: { i:_|_ }
i := 0;

1: { i:[101,1073741822] }
while ((i < 100) | (100 < i)) do

2: { i:[100,1073741822] }
i := (i + 1);

3: { i:[101,+oo] }
if ((i < 100) | (i = 100)) then

4: { i:[101,1073741822] }
skip

5: { i:[101,1073741822] }
else {(100 < i)}

6: { i:[101,+oo] }
final (100 < i)

7: { i:[101,1073741822] }
fi

8: { i:[101,1073741822] }
od {(i = 100)}

9: { i:_|_ }

Both analyzes could be done simultaneously by considering both intervals and
their dual, or more generally finite disjunctions of intervals. More generally,
completeness may always be achieved by enriching the abstract domain [63].
To start with, the abstract domain might be enriched with complements [62] ,
but this might not be sufficient and indeed the abstract domain might have
to be enriched for each primitive operation [64] , thus leading to an abstract
algebra which might be quite difficult to implement if not totally inefficient.
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4 Tentative and controversial answers to the ques
tions to the panelists

Question 1:
Describe your view of the strength and weakness of the two communities (model
checking and program analysis). Try in particular to reveal, from your point of
view, similarities & distinctions in

• philosophy,

• technique;

The model-checking community is much larger and well-organized than the
program analysis community. This does not completely explain why there are
many more available tools and publications in model-checking than in program
analyzsis in the academic community (e.g. compare the tool sections of the CAV
[22, 99 , 119, 28, 58 , 136, 2 , 76 , 91 , 81] and TACAS [13, 105, 12, 129, 129, 26]
proceedings with those of the SAS proceedings [5 , 6 , 46 , 100, 111, 48 , 133,
103, 27]).

The techniques used in model-checking, such as fixpoint approximation, are
often close to, if not directly borrowed, from program analysis. So one may
wonder why they are immediately applied with success in model-checking while
there are less direct applications in program analysis and a number of such
analyzes simply fail.

One reason might be that it is easier (e.g. for a few PhD students) to design
and implement a model-checker for e.g. linear hybrid systems which can be
tested on impressive but limited examples, rather than a program analyzer for
e.g. a full language such as ADA, C or Java [132] which have to be tested on very
large programs (presently 100 000 [98] to 1 400 000 lines [54] not speaking of
larger programs such as the 30 000 000 of MS Windows 2000 and its anticipated
63 000 bugs).

On the other hand and as noted in Sec. 3.1.1 , program analyzers are often
automatically generated, generic or for large languages so are more difficult to
design and implement. However, it is very easy to exhibit the deficiencies of
such program analysers. To check a program analyzer, say for C, you have
thousands of public-domain programs available, no specification is needed and
you are not allowed to change them for the purpose of the analysis (just may
be to adapt the analyzer to the specificities of the C-dialect which is used).

It is much more very difficult to evaluate a model checker. You have to find
an example, built a model, write a specification and then get out of memory
(that’s the easy part). Then you are told than your model is not the proper one
and you go on (Klaus coined the term "Havelund’s sledge-hammer").

Finally the scope of the abstraction techniques is rather wide (from pro
gram analysis, to typing [32] and hierarchies of semantics [31 , 61]), researchers
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in program analysis might be too often tempted to increase their scientific pro
ductivity or publication rate by forgetting about long-term practical and usable
implementations and turning to more theoretical subjects.

Question 2.a:
(Where) do you see a bridge between the respective fields?

A trivial answer is for program analysisto consider more properties (but is
there anything useful beyonds reachability, invariance and ancestry analysis?)
and for model-checking to consider really large, complex and parameterized
systems which models are already existing or difficult to design (e.g. C programs
over 100 000 lines versus boilers or water-tanks).

One way wonder whether model-checking techniques do scale up for such
systems programmed in C. Do they ave a reasonable specification in tempo
ral logic? including data? including interaction with the environment? Model
checking would have to consider rich models of program semantics (much richer
than e.g. only (finite) automata) in order to bridge the gap between the respec
tive fields.

Since approximation is the only possibility in program analysis and thus idea
is not (yet) well accepted by the model-checking community, cross-fertilization
in the other direction is (still) unfruitful.

Question 2.b:
(What) are the obstacle to building such bridges? Try to give an example where
you are convinced that the other community’s method will fail to capture appro
priately.

The main obstacle seem to be the difference of nature of the considered
models. For example, partial order reduction [130] has hardly (can hardly?)
be used in program analysis. Nevertheless geometric models, may be bet
ter adapted to describe true concurrency, although much more complex, have
proved equally useful and efficient in the analysis of parallel functional programs
[53 , 49 , 51 , 50 , 52 , 72, 66 , 68, 67 , 69 , 71 , 70].

The necessity imposed by model checkers to map the language semantic
model to a (finite) transition system may be a the cause of a considerable loss
of precision as discussed in Sec. 3.3. See for another example the difference in
precision between [24] and [134, 135] for the π-calculus. Other model-checkers
for approximation of the infinite space of reachable states are mainly reuses
or adaptation of classical abstract interpretation techniques, see Sec. 3.2 , and
compare for example [14] and [94].

Question 2.c:
(what) are your general worries and hopes concerning possible synergy?
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One concern is the impossibility or difficulty to generalize the results of
model-checking to program analysis. There is a gap between finite and infinite
systems.

One aspect is sociological. After so much insistance on “sound and complete
computer aided verification by formal methods”, it is difficult to accept the
idea of “sound and incomplete automatic partial checking by approximation
methods”.

Another aspect is technical. We have illustrated in Sec. 3.4.3 and 3.4.1
the problems with fixpoint approximation for infinite systems. We have also
illustrated similar problems with negation in Sec. 3.6. For another example,
consider the ∃ modalities which are trivial to handle in the finite case but more
difficult in the infinite case. Many present solutions e.g. consists only in trying
to execute a few examples (i.e. bread first testing), see e.g. [14]. More generally,
the approximation of fixpoints from below is difficult (and mainly consist up to
now in considering a few runs or reasoning variant functions trivially inferred
from the program text (e.g. data types)).

Question 2.d:
What do you expect from this meeting?

A lot of contraversial discussions on these questions.

Question 3:
Is model checking mainly theory (the theory of temporal logics), whereas data
flow analysis is “hands on”?

For the model-checking papers published in LICS certainly. Many complex
ity results in model-checking are also of poor help in practice. In the worst case
everything is proportional to the input transition system and so will go out of
memory for any reasonable program. The only way is therefore the interactive
exploration of a few paths, that is program testing.

If data flow analysis is “hands on”, is applied model-checking something
more than boolean data flow analysis? or program testing?

A similar question is “Is abstract interpretation mainly theory (the theory
of semantic approximation), whereas data flow analysis is ‘hands on’?”.

Question 4:
What has become applicable to other than toy examples just by coincidence is
only due to the event of BDDs and fast computers and has nothing to do with
the theory behind model checking (‘all’ practical success stories (errors found)
are based on reachability, and not on sophisticated temporal properties).

Model-checking has always been a success even before the advent of BDDs.
Indeed it is very difficult to find a failure story in the CAV [22, 99 , 119, 28 ,
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58, 136, 2 , 76 , 91 , 81] or TACAS [13, 105, 12 , 129, 129, 26] proceedings.
So BDDs and now SAT [4] are part of the progress, since the theory behind
model checking does not change too much. Indeed one may wonder, in the
case of infinite systems, if there are model-checking success stories including a
full verification of a full system. Is finding errors really significant? Program
testing would be a great collection success stories if finding errors in programs
were considered an achievement.

For program analysis, the situation is more difficult since the verification is
partial. However their are success stories with error found, invariants verified
and very few uncertainty cases left out [57 , 98]. However one program is not
enough, since the analyzer must work rather well on all writenable programs.

Question 5:
Are the techniques, heuristics and algorithms developed for model checking just
on eliminating the redundancy inherent to the interleaving semantics of concur
rent systems? And hence, not applicable to ‘functional’ software systems, where
concurrency is mostly deferred to the operating system?

Not all concurrency is mostly deferred to the operating system. For exam
ple in real-time critinal systems (in avionics, automotive, healthcare, etc.), it
is important to check timing constraints. Can the numerous model checking
methods which have been developped for timed systems be applied to analyze
a real-time program writen in C running on a pipelined processor with caches?
Then this could then be compared with what is done and commercialized in
program analysis [1].

Question 6:
Does it make sense to view a software system like MS Word as a transition
system, which is the only thing that model checking can be applied to?

It is remarkable that both abstract interpretation [29 , 39] and then model-checking
[17 , 121] used transition systems (originating from [97] to model the systems to
be analyzed. For program analysis, they work very well for languages such as
Prolog (whence may the large use of abstract interpretation in Prolog [56 , 55])
and C. MS Word is certainly a transition system, even a procedural flow chart.
We do not know on any attempt to model-check it. To get a temporal specifi
cation of what happens when one types command would be great (and may be
more costly to develop and maintain than MS Word itself). However, MS Word
is definitely within the scope of automatic point-to analysis, see [54].

Question 7:
Should it not be viewed as a functional program? If yes, can model checking meth
ods be reasonably transferred to functional programs? Can control flow analysis
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methods be used to enhance model checking methods (traditionally applied to
transition systems)?

The limits of transitions sytems do not really appear in model checking,
since the systems to be checked (e.g. a protocol) do not involve higher-order re
cursion (as in functional programs for which, e.g. to handle strictness analysis,
the theory of abstract interpretation has to use both an approximation and a
computational ordering [43]). Note that MSWord is (certainly) not higher-order
and the handling of first-order procedures is rather well-understood and can be
very precise, see among many others [9 , 10]. It is clear also that the simple mod
elisation of operations on heap-allocated recursive data structures as transition
systems or abstract machines are not well suited for program analysis [124]. So
model checking methods can hardly be reasonably transferred to higher-order
functional programs with say denotational or SOS semantics (as needed in e.g.
strictness analysis).

Reciprocally, in order to enhance model checking by program analysis meth
ods for higher-order control and data recursion, it seems that the specifica
tion methods used by model checking such as temporal logic are not very
well-adapted to describe such control and data structures. Moreover program
ming languages have also specific problems not appearing in model-checking
such as naming (recall [16]), etc. So temporal specification languages//logics,
which are well-adapted to programs and scale-up for large ones have to be
found.

Question 8:
Are BDDs useful for software, or is viewing software as a finite-state system a
“looser right from the start”?

We have no hope in viewing software as a finite-state system and neither in
model-checking software with success stories different from successful tests. The
same question could have been asked for the automata theoretic approach to
model-checking for which we know no report of failure by immediate size explo
sion in the model-checking literature, which seems nevertheless quite frequent
in program analysis.

BDDs have already shown useful for software, e.g. for strictness analysis
(after proper encoding of higher-order boolean functions), see [106, 107]. Must
be exploitable in case of explosion (widening). However the generalization be
yond trivial boolean properties so as to include also, e.g. tree automata in an
expressive (e.g. fairness) and efficient way turned out to be a non-trivial task
[108, 109].
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